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Cutting-edge research peaks at UC Davis’ new high-altitude research station 
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The University of California, Davis campus was recently elevated more than 14,000 feet into the air. 
UC Davis was selected from a pool of sister UC campuses to manage the White Mountain Research 
Station, a premier high-altitude field station located near Bishop, California. With UC Davis’ aptitude for 
climate change research and environmental scholarship, the university is strategically poised to 
advance the strength and scope of research and education occurring at White Mountain. 
 
White Mountain was previously a Multicampus Research Unit managed on a short-term rotating 
schedule by different UC campuses, most recently by UC San Diego. Now the research station joins 
the ranks of the world’s largest land reservation system run by a university, the UC Natural Reserve 
System. Almost every major ecosystem is represented throughout the UC reserves, and UC Davis 
now heads the newest addition to this protected network of environments.  

 
This transition will allow for facility upgrades and a 
greater value to be placed on both research and 
teaching.  “There’s veterinary research, medical 
research, [and] ecological research” that can be 
undertaken at White Mountain, says Mark Schwartz, 
director of the John Muir Institute of the Environment 
at UC Davis, which shares the administrative duties of 
White Mountain with the UC Davis Natural Reserve 
System. UC Davis is “one of the few campuses to 
really have that breadth,” Schwartz argues. In fact, 
UC Davis is the only campus in the UC system to 
house all three of these programs. 
 

With five field stations and labs located from 4,000 feet in elevation to an astonishing 14,238 feet, 
White Mountain is the highest-elevation field station within the UC Natural Reserve System and the 
highest facility of its kind in North America. With such a broad range of elevations, White Mountain 
encompasses an outstanding array of well-preserved habitat types ranging from alpine deserts to 
forests to stretches above the tree line where winds can gust over 150 mph. White Mountain is also 
home to unique organisms and a rich cultural history. The world’s oldest trees--bristlecone pines that 
can live up to 4,500 years or more--are found in the White Mountains and provide valuable data to 
reconstruct climate change. Excavations of Pinyon camps, hunting stations and alpine villages have 
been dated back to 2500 B.C. 
 
UC Davis also considers White Mountain a critical location to study the effects of climate change. 
According to UC Davis geology professor James McClain, White Mountain is a “place where climate 
change is felt in an exaggerated way.” McClain, who has been teaching a geology course at White 
Mountain for over 20 years, likens the study of climate change in alpine areas to research being done 
on rising temperatures in the artic, as both types of environments are very sensitive to climate shifts. It 
is this sensitivity that makes White Mountain an important laboratory, a site for making predictions and 
rigorously testing them. “You wouldn’t want to study climate change in California without seeing places 
where it’s likely to cause big changes,” McClain added.  
 
The university exhibits leadership in climate change research and the environment. UC Davis recently 
hosted the Governor’s Climate Change Summit and is a hub for the newly established Southwestern 
Regional Climate Science Center, which partners university scientists engaged in cutting-edge 
research on climate change with government agencies and other environmental agencies. The 



university hopes that its oversight of White Mountain will increase the station’s prominence as a site 
used for understanding how changes in climate will affect our planet and our health. 
 
The uniqueness of White Mountain makes it an exciting asset to many research programs from human 
health and anthropology to astronomy and English. Students from all corners of the university will have 
access to this unique research station and enjoy improved facilities under UC Davis leadership. Over 
5,500 faculty, scientists, and students currently attend courses or conduct research at White Mountain 
and should not experience any disruption during the administrative change.  
 
Prior to the attainment of White Mountain, UC Davis managed five natural reserves--Bodgea Marine 
Reserve, Jepson Prairie, Quail Ridge, McLaughlin, and Stebbins Cold Canyon--all totaling 12,000 
acres. The experience gained from managing these research stations and the research 
accomplishments garnered from projects conducted within them has lifted UC Davis to new heights.  


